PCorr+
Portable Leak
Detection
System
for portable, efficient
monitoring and surveying
of clean water networks
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Portable Leak Detection

There may be occasions or circumstances, when monitoring for leaks, in
which the fixed network telemetry delivered by PermaNET is unsuitable or
unnecessary.
For situations when this might be the case, we have developed an effective
portable leak detection system, built around our dynamic PCorr+ device.

How the PCorr+ system works
Initially, leakage teams populate areas of the water network with easy to install PCorr+
devices. The loggers instantly go to work, recording sound files at set intervals, storing the
data until it is collected.
Data is collected from the deployed PCorr+ devices using a
Patroller 4 wireless transceiver. Rapid data download via
radio means that PCorr+ data can be downloaded through
both ‘drive-by’ or lift and shift operation.
From Patroller 4, data is uploaded to the WebCorr mobile
app, allowing in-field access. WebCorr uses a wireless
connection for the uploading of data, so no internet
connection or access to the DataGate server is required.
WebCorr contains a variety of features to deliver in-field
correlation of leak noise data, including a Manual Intelligent
Filtering System (MIFS), map view, pipe material and pipe
length dropdown options and our Aqualog noise histogram.
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PCorr+

Correlating Noise Logger
Simple to install
Records sound files
Wireless data transfer
IP68 rated

Patroller 4

WebCorr

Wireless Transceiver

In-Field Correlation App

Drive-by data collections
Portable and discreet
Easy to use

Wireless data transfer
No internet connection needed
Leak noise correlation
Manual Intelligent Filtering
Mixed material options
Aqualog histogram
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Additional Features
PermaNET Web

Secure Data Viewing Portal
The PCorr+ portable leak detection system is fully
operational without an internet connection or an
account on the HWM DataGate server.
However, customers that have access to DataGate
and an internet connection in the field have the
ability to upload their PCorr+ data from WebCorr to
PermaNET Web, to take advantage of the additional
features that this portal offers.
Additional features available through connectivity with PermaNET Web includes DMA clusters,
GIS integration, leak ranking, installation database, communications monitoring and full
remote re-programming.

Permalog+

Leak Noise Data Logger
Permalog+ data loggers can also be used as part of
the system as they are compatible with Patroller 4,
supporting ‘drive-by’ and lift and shift data collections.
The data gathered from non-correlating Permalog+
devices can also be transferred to WebCorr.
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